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Abstract
Photographs are an important visual aid to share our stories and expressions of culture. The need
is great for the voices and stories of immigrant and refugee-background students to be heard, if
they choose to share their stories. As English teachers, we can invite our students to participate
in the contribution of an asset-based discourse rather than a deficit one regarding immigrants and
refugee-background people in the US. How can we do this through ethnographic inquiry using
photographs and storytelling? This paper includes a literature review to explore how
photography and storytelling have been used to facilitate inter-cultural awareness and
understanding with immigrants and refugee-background people. Then, using a cultural
framework, the author combines photography and storytelling to create materials and curriculum
and guide her students on an ethnographic inquiry into culture.

Keywords: culture, photography, storytelling, intercultural awareness and understanding,
immigrants and refugees, English language learners
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Introduction
In my personal experience, photographs have been used to bring people together. Since
my father was a photojournalist, our family photo albums documented a rather large portion of
our lives, which we used to tell stories or remember people when family and friends came to
visit. Photographs can convey much more emotion and meaning than words do and together,
they are a perfect combination. One of my Spanish teachers combined photography and
storytelling as a way to teach culture by projecting photographs onto the classroom walls while
sharing stories of her experiences in other countries. Learning about culture in this way was one
of the motivating forces that kept me learning a second language because I was curious to
experience a new way of living. As a foreign exchange student in high school I made a pocketsize photo album to show what my life in the US looked like- where I lived, who was in my
family, what we liked to do, etc. I didn’t have the language yet to convey all this cultural
information about myself, but the pictures did. They provided the visual support for me to
express who I was. The repetition of sharing the photos improved my fluency, confidence, and
vocabulary in my second language while simultaneously opening up a door for the listeners to
make connections to their lives. It was an incredibly bonding experience for me.
Now as a language teacher I wonder how photography can be used in the classroom.
How can photography be used when working with immigrants and refugee-background people?
How can it be combined with storytelling to learn about culture? What happens when we share
our stories? What makes understanding happen? These are some of the questions I will explore
in the literature review in this paper. Then I will create a classroom project that enables English
language learners of immigrant and refugee-backgrounds to use their own photographs for
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storytelling in an investigation of culture. For these materials, I use Moran’s (2001) framework
entitled The Five Dimensions of Culture as a way to develop inter-cultural awareness and
understanding.
Why photographs?
Photographs can be a powerful tool to share our lives’ stories. They capture the big
moments as well as the everyday moments of our lives, the people and places we connect with,
and over time they provide a record of the changes in our lives. A good photograph can sell a
pair of jeans or a cold drink. Photographs can be a product of artistic expression, can
communicate something beyond words, or help us remember and honor. Photographs can be
used to document social issues that need to change, they can bring people together or pull them
apart. They can be a great visual aid, not only for communication and comprehension, but also
to learn about other cultures. We are able to see evidence of diverse cultural practices and
products when we observe and discuss photographs taken by others. Through dialogue we
discover the cultural perspectives photos can convey.
Using photography when working with immigrants and refugee-background students has
many advantages. It allows the language classroom to engage in a broader definition of literacy,
one that includes a multimodal approach that “goes beyond language symbols to that of multiple
symbols” (Kendrick, Jones, & Mutonyi, 2006, p. 98). The use of photography is one of many
ways to recognize and engage in other modes of meaning-making (Kendrick et al., 2006). At the
same time it invites creativity, alternative forms of self-expression, and can also be used as a tool
for participatory needs assessment. Wang and Burris (1997) claim “Photography provides the
medium through which people’s visions and voices may surface” (p. 382). Incorporating visual
literacy is more inclusive to a diverse student population since there is no need to read and write,
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plus it is widely accessible due to cell phone technology (Wang & Burris, 1997). In addition,
“the process of …creating images can affirm the ingenuity and perspective of society’s most
vulnerable populations” (Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 384). When students bring to class
photographs from their homes and lives they have a space to share their perspectives, and by
sharing them with others these perspectives can be valued and acknowledged. In this way
students are expressing literacy in another way while contributing to the content of the
curriculum, which allows their cultural funds of knowledge (Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti, 2005).
to be recognized, which is knowledge based on their life experiences. People’s everyday cultural
practices and language are important resources they possess and as educators we need to connect
their strengths and resources with classroom instruction, thus offering a counter-perspective by
viewing poor or working-class communities in a positive way (Gonzalez, et al., 2005). There is
the potentiality for a cultural exchange, an opening to share their expressions of identity, and an
opportunity to learn and practice language relative to their lives and interests.
Storytelling
Storytelling can be particularly beneficial when working with the circumstances of
immigrants and refugee-background populations. First of all, it is a modality with a long history
of practice and value among marginalized communities (Lenette, Cox, & Brough, 2015). In
addition, storytelling allows the voices of the people to be heard, which is especially important
for these populations since they are often portrayed as victims, vulnerable, traumatized, as a
threat, as dreamers, or with limited education (Shapiro, 2017; Villavicencio, 2020). Shapiro and
MacDonald (2017) claim these students’ positive attributes such as resilience and agency often
go unrecognized and that much of the research being carried out with this population buy into
this deficit discourse. Instead, researchers need to highlight an asset discourse, by focusing on
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three central themes: agency, critical awareness, and contribution (Shapiro and MacDonald,
2017). Storytelling allows participants to exercise their agency, bring critical awareness to their
experiences and contribute their own perspectives to the narratives regarding immigrants and
refugees.
Similarly, Yosso (2005) challenges this deficit perspective which is also placed on
Communities of Color, regarding cultural capital. She shifts this view to what she calls
community cultural wealth, which includes six forms of cultural capital (aspirational, linguistic,
familial, social, navigational, and resistant capital), or knowledge that is not often recognized
that students bring with them from their home and communities. Her research is based on
Communities of Color, not specifically on immigrant and refugee-background students, however
I find it relevant to this topic since both groups are socially marginalized and both contain
Students of Color. When students bring their own photographs and stories into the classroom for
discussion, we are able to listen to their perspectives and acknowledge their cultural wealth and
contributions in a positive way.
For example, many members of the Latino communities specifically refer to themselves
as an "invisible community" since they have had to hide from US migration officers and"learned
to stay quiet" as a way to survive (Viñas, 2021). Karla Cornejo Villavicencio wrote a book to
tell the story of what it is like to be undocumented in the US, because she has not seen her
family's experiences reflected in the publications she read and wanted to tell something that
"rang true"(Villavicencio, 2020).

Too often the stories and visual representations of these

marginalized groups have been negatively constructed or silenced. How can we invite our
students to bring their stories into the classroom? How do we help marginalized students feel
comfortable to share their stories? How can we show that their stories are valuable?
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Positionality
My experience learning languages and living and traveling in foreign countries was by
choice. I was privileged by the fact that these experiences were made available to me as a way to
enrich my education, job prospects, and cultural identify. For me, being bilingual has been
considered an asset. On the other hand, for the multilinguals I teach English to, their
multilingualism is often seen as a burden and they are “positioned by others as a novice, a
foreigner, an outside member, or a nonnative speaker” (Ortega, 2018, slide 54). Ortega (2018)
further states:
Many multilinguals in marginalized communities are constantly at risk of experiencing
their multilingualism as a burden rather than a fact of life all along while other
multilinguals with more privilege are able to experience it as a (romanticized and
commodified) gift that adds to their privilege. (slide 72)
Will the immigrant and refugee-background adults I teach English to share this interest in
intercultural awareness and understanding? Will they want to take pictures and share them? It
will be their choice to share their photographs; they will have complete ownership over when
and how they share them, if they choose to do so. Many immigrants and refugee-background
people want to remain invisible, and since I am an outsider to this experience, how can I respect
and communicate this choice?
Literature Review
In this literature review I will analyze how researchers have used photographs working
with immigrants and refugee-background participants and/or in language classes and address the
questions proposed above. Although many of the studies could fit into more than one category, I
have divided the literature review into four sections based on the objectives of the research: to
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create visual narratives, to analyze images for cultural awareness and understanding, to learn
about language practices through ethnographic inquiry, and to outline approaches to teaching
culture using photographs.
Visual Narratives
In one ethnographic study in the field of social work, storytelling and photography were
used with mothers from refugee backgrounds to construct digital narratives about their
experiences of relocation and settlement in Australia (Lenette et al., 2015). Participants selected
and/or took pictures to summarize their life stories and then created digital narratives consisting
of text, photographs, voice-over narration and music for others to view. The researchers
conducted this study to reflect on the use of digital narratives as a tool for social workers and
social advocacy. By sharing their perspectives and reflecting on their life experiences, the
mothers were able to focus on their achievements and positive characteristics such as optimism,
hope, strength, resilience and confidence, all while settling into a country where the public
narratives around refugees has been extremely negative. This process of telling their stories
increased their sense of agency, empowerment, and self-representation (Lenette et al., 2015),
which reinforces what Shapiro and MacDonald (2017) suggested about creating asset discourses.
By telling their stories the women reflected on their experiences and could choose how to frame
them, often finding new meaning in their life experiences. For example one mother realized the
strength and confidence she had when looking back at how she faced so much adversity in her
life and was able to manage it with five children, which continues to give her optimism and hope
(Lenette et al., 2015).
Another positive outcome was the value of listening to other stories, which is a key
aspect of relationship building. When listening to the stories, the women’s families became
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curious about their journey to this new country and began to ask questions, which “reinforced a
deeper attachment to their cultural roots and assisted the children to negotiate their own cultural
transformation in Australia” (Lenette et al., 2015, p. 997). For the social workers, listening to
these digital stories "offered new dimensions to the process of engaging with and understanding
their refugee journey in an empowering way" (Lenette et al., 2015, p. 996) as well as a deeper
understanding of the women. A final outcome was the value of documenting their stories. The
mothers wanted to share their stories to honor the memories of where they were from, their life
in exile, and the rebuilding of a new life in a new place for their kids and future generations. All
of the women chose to include photos from their past, which shows the value these photos held
for them since they came with on the refugee voyage (Lenette et al., 2015).
By producing their stories digitally, they were able to share them with family members
who were spread across the world. The mothers had an opportunity to use their voice and decide
how and if they wanted to share their narratives, since they maintained complete ownership over
their stories. Their ability to decide what part of their stories they choose to tell and how they
sequence or frame the events, allowed them to explore and take ownership of these stories that
they had previously kept silent (Lenette et al., 2015). The participants in this project were
motivated to bring their pictures in and share their stories because it was a personal and
meaningful project. A drawback to this method however is the technological skills, equipment,
training, and time needed to create these digital stories (8-9 months), which would be
challenging to put together in large community classes.
In another study, Markidou (2019) combined the creation of visual narratives with
storytelling in a series of free art education workshops in Pafos, the Republic of Cyprus, in order
to bring together youth of diverse cultural backgrounds, such as migrants, refugees and local
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community members. The teenagers participated in the workshops to create collaborative visual
narratives using video, storytelling, group discussion and reflection, and drawing. Storytelling
was involved in each workshop, as participants were asked to discuss and share meaning of their
visual representations. Although photography was not used to create these visual narratives, I
am including it here because they encompass visual modalities and because they are only the
first part of her research project, which has a similar objective to enhance inter-cultural
understanding and collaboration among participants of diverse cultural backgrounds. Markidou
argues that through this process of dialogue and creation, the teenagers developed empathy and
understanding while also making new friends. Just like in the previous example of digital
storytelling with the mothers, through the sharing of stories these teenagers enjoyed the
opportunity to create and develop meaningful relationships and the use of a visual modality
(drawing and video) to create narratives enabled them to share their stories. However, this study
left me wondering how to measure inter-cultural understanding?
Analysis for cultural awareness and understanding
The other part of Markidou’s (2017) research continued to expound on the theme of
sharing life experiences through the visual arts. Photographs taken by four professional
photographers were used to demonstrate different points of view around a central theme in a
photographic project titled The Alien Trail, which explored the daily lives of refugees and
migrants who had thus far remained ‘invisible’ or ‘alien’ in the Republic of Cyprus. The goal of
this project was to learn about this population and their personal stories through photographs, as
a way to encourage awareness and understanding which in turn could lead to social integration.
Additionaly, this project aimed to empower this group by making the invisible visible, as well as
to critically challenge the public's perspective about immigration by showing this population as
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“part of the local context” (Markidou, 2019, p. 906). Were the viewers’ perspectives
challenged? Was dialogue stimulated? Did the refugees and immigrants feel empowered? The
outcome of this project is unknown. The participants did not have choice in how they were
represented, they had no voice or ownership over their stories. They did not engage in critical
awareness or reflection with the photographers. Their contribution was allowing their photos to
be taken. Although I appreciate the objectives of this project, I believe photographs should be
accompanied by immigrant and refugee-background people’s stories in order for change to
happen.
Alvaray (2014) used photography in the language classroom with university students to
develop awareness of cultural differences and learn how to critically analyze the stereotypes
cultural photographs convey, since photographs of culture have the potential to help or harm
cultural understanding. The objectives of this research were for students to create a photographic
portfolio, or a counter narrative, as well as learn how to critically analyze visual representations
of culture. Alvaray (2014) argues that photography is a visual language, able to reflect
authenticity, yet on the other hand “simplistic representations of other cultures are disseminated
through the mass media without challenge” (p. 110). Therefore, there is a need to develop visual
literacy in order to decode images and deconstruct cultural stereotypes (Kellner, 2010 as cited in
Alvaray, 2014). Before taking their own pictures, students read and discussed the experiences of
a cultural group in their community and the process of stereotyping. Then they took a field trip
in their city where this cultural group resides to take pictures of what they found unique or
different from their own experience. In class they selected 20-30 of their photographs, and
through group discussions critically reflected on themes and patterns that emerged. Finally, each
student chose five of their pictures to make a photo-essay and wrote about what they captured,
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why it was significant, and how this experience increased their understanding of the target
culture.
Through this process students were able to develop understanding of cultural difference
by connecting their cultural experiences to that of the target group. Students reported positive
outcomes such the awareness of the cultural stereotypes they held of other cultures, or a
rethinking of their identity and place in the world. The author claims photographs are a good
tool for this purpose and states that the creative experience of photography “is a means to
develop new ways of seeing and to contribute to decentering privileged ethnicities” (Alvaray
(2014, p. 110).
To help students feel more comfortable and respectful taking pictures in public spaces
while also honoring people’s right to privacy, the author taught some basic principles of ethics.
For instance when taking pictures of people, be courteous and friendly, ask for permission to
take pictures close-up, and explain what you are doing. In this study the participants were
university students, so they also read the Code of Ethics of The National Press Photographers
Association (Alvaray, 2014). I agree it is important to discuss the ethics of taking pictures, as
they are going to be different depending on the physical location or the community. It would be
wise to include a discussion on this in an introductory lesson about the culture of photography in
the US.
Analysis of language and/or cultural practices
Another use of photography in the classroom is to collect information to analyze
language and/or cultural practices. One example is a study using the method called Photovoice,
developed by Wang and Burris (1997), which uses photography and storytelling to give voice to
marginalized groups. This method draws on the assets of the local community by using their
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stories to provoke social change, as reflected in the three goals of Photovoice: “(1) to enable
people to record and reflect their community’s strengths and concerns, (2) to promote critical
dialogue and knowledge about important issues through large and small group discussion of
photographs, and (3) to reach policymakers” (Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 369).
Papa (2018) used Photovoice with refugee-background youth in the US as a way to
amplify their cultural wealth (Yosso, 2005) and make policy recommendations to their local
schools. Participants from Cambodian and Guatemalan communities became co-researchers as
they took photographs and held discussions to examine linguistic and social practices in the
home, community and school, using a Critical Race Theory Framework to analyze the
experience of marginalized individuals and then provide counter narratives to the dominant,
deficit discourse. The youth wrote about and discussed their photographs using guiding
questions in the form of a SHOWED mnemonic:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

What do we see here?
What is really happening here?
How does it relate to our lives?
Why does this situation, concern or strength exist?
What can we do about it? (Wang, 2006, as cited in Papa, 2018, p. 164)
Afterwards they discussed the themes represented in their photographs and identified

policy recommendations for their local school district, which they presented in a photo gallery
walk at City Hall. Papa then used these photographs, among other data sources from the
participants, to uncover their community cultural wealth as articulated by Yosso (2005). Both
groups demonstrated most of the six forms of cultural capital mentioned earlier in this paper,
confirming the power of using photographs with immigrant and refugee-background students to
flip the discourse to an asset-based discourse and make visible their cultural wealth.
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As students reflected on the photographs they took, they shared stories about feeling
overlooked and forgotten, or seen as an outsider in the place they were born. For instance one
participant took a picture of a bracelet, an important cultural artifact for him and his community,
and with the support of this visual aid he was able to explain the cultural importance of this
artifact and the problems he has seen with the local law enforcement around these bracelets
because they don't understand this cultural tradition (Papa, 2018). Even though the aim of this
project was not to create cultural understanding, this example shows how the Photovoice method
of using photography and dialogue has the potential to promote cross-cultural understanding.
This method is rooted in promoting social change and has been used working with many other
marginalized groups, such as rural women in China who advocated for clean water reservoirs
(Wang & Burris, 1997), or formerly incarcerated and/or recovering addicts who sought to reduce
internal stigma and show how it affects the entire community (Ferrick, 2009). In these examples,
participants successfully documented the change they were advocating for, but it remains
unreported whether these changes actually occurred.
Wang and Burris (1997) offered many tips for using the Photovoice method with
marginalized groups, which I think could be transferred to working with other modes of
ethnographic inquiring using photography as well. For example, to be sensitive to issues of
power within a classroom, the roles of facilitators and participants can be quite fluid. Facilitators
can take pictures to show their perspective, while participants can lead group discussions.
Facilitators, especially when they are on the outside of the culture, need to enter “not as persons
who have answers but as learners” (p.376). The participants need to select the photos,
contextualize them, and identify the emerging themes. In that way they are leading the
discussions and practicing agency (Wang & Burris, 1997). Moran (2001) synthesized twelve
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guidelines for teaching culture, in which he claims teachers “need to be able to enter learners’
worlds by listening, empathizing, and sharing their own experiences as culture learners so as to
help learners step out of their worlds into another language, another culture” (p. 138). He also
recommends that teachers continue to be learners of culture and should go through the same
process they ask of their students. This reduces the power dynamics between teacher and
students since both groups participate in a shared authentic experience.
Another suggestion is to bring in a local expert on the topic the participants can relate to.
A well-known photographer who was familiar with the politics and cultural etiquette of the region,
came in to offer feedback, recognition, and support for the achievements of the rural women in
China (Wang & Burris, 1997). As stated in a previous example, picture-taking ethics should be
considered as well as recognizing the wide array of aesthetic tastes and styles of photography.
One more example of photography as a way to learn about language practices is from a
study of multimodalities in Ugandan schools. The researchers wanted to investigate how
indigenous modes of communication such as drawing, photography and dramatic performance
can help teachers understand how students use the English language, and how their use of the
language could inform English teaching and curriculum development. For the photography part
of the study, 19 secondary school girls were taught English through photography; the goal of
these lessons were to provide a visual and artistic way to explore and view their lives, to learn
new technology and read English camera manuals, and to develop English communicative skills
to discuss, critique and write about their photographs. Students photographed five objects,
activities, or people that represented themselves, their five favorite places, as well as the kinds of
work girls and women do in their communities (Kendrick, Jones, Mutonyi, & Norton, 2006). As
a result it was recommended that multimodal pedagogies be incorporated more into the English
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curriculum since they represent indigenous modes of communication, allowing teachers to
validate students’ literacies, experiences, and cultures to support their English language learning.
Additionally, doing so “invites opportunities for students to perceive and situate themselves in
new ways within their societies and communities” (Kendrick et al., p. 111). Regarding the
photographic component, the process of taking pictures of meaningful places, people, and events
gave the girls a sense of ownership over their worlds, which Norton (2003) argues is crucial for
the development of literacy (as cited in Kendrick et al., 2006). Instead of English being used as
an “artificial medium of instruction” (p. 110), it was now being used for communication,
expression, and ownership of meaning. Furthermore, the girls reported that this project did
facilitate learning English in all four domains, and the use of photography helped to
contextualize that. One of the participants expressed in an interview, “Because when you
communicate, you think your own English” (Kendrick et al., p. 110).
Two approaches
The final part of this literature review analyzes two approaches that use images and
photographs to teach about culture. Snell (2020) conducted research in community-based adult
ESL classrooms of immigrant and refugee-background students using a dialogic approach as a
way to move toward a more reflective, collaborative, and exploratory pedagogy to teach culture.
Images, along with other interactive activities, were used to stimulate critical thinking about
culture and develop cultural understanding. The authors claim current materials for teaching
culture to this population represent a single American culture, often including “explicit or
implicit lists of rules for what one cannot and must do in a new culture” (p. 3), particularly with
the notion of assimilation. For example some materials contain images of a parent hitting their
child to teach the rule they should not hit their kids, with a threat of jail or deportation if the rules
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are not followed. Instead, the textbook images could be used to engage in critical reflection of
the situation in different times and spaces, to discuss their rights or community resources, or
open the discussion up to talk about child discipline, displays of affection, and conflict resolution
that are acceptable, including who decides what is acceptable or not (Snell, 2020). Other ways
photography was used for these dialogic activities include having the students take pictures of
their daily meals for a week and look at pictures of American meals to discuss their mealtime
traditions. Other discussions involved using photographs related to race throughout U.S. history,
and images of boys and girls to discuss gender roles (Snell, 2020).
Kramsch (1993) explains the dialogic approach “does not offer any certainties, nor …
resolve any conflicts” (as cited in Snell, 2020, p. 2), “but rather seeks to allow opportunities for
reflection, discussion, and even confrontation as participants explore their orientations toward
their own cultures as well as their host cultures” (Snell, 2020, p. 2). This dialogic approach fits
in with Shapiro & MacDonald’s (2017) idea of focusing on an asset discourse. When students
can dialogue about the cultural texts or images they can use their sense of agency to decide
where to take the conversation, based on their needs or experiences. Critical awareness is
fostered through the discussions, such as the discussion of gender roles based off of textbook
images, where the benefits and disadvantages of machismo were explored. When students
dialogue about gender roles instead of being given rules and norms, they are able to contribute
their opinions and experiences regarding these roles. Opportunities for dialogue and selfreflection, the authors claim, are critical for the development of inter-cultural communicative
competence (Snell, 2020).
The second approach was developed by Barnes-Karol and Broner (2010) where students
analyze cultural photographs in conjunction with texts or other photographs as a way to develop
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translingual and transcultural competence in undergraduate foreign language classes. By
analyzing authentic, diverse, content-rich photographs of the target culture, students move from
products and practices to the exploration of multiple perspectives, involving their own culture
(C1) as well as the target culture (C2). The authors believe students need to replace their
‘created’ visualizations of the C2 with real life images and move beyond ‘culture as fact,’ which
is when culture is perceived as the same, or static, for all members of that culture. An example is
the stereotype that all South Americans have large families (Barnes-Karol and Broner, 2010).
The first part of this approach is pre-reading/pre-viewing, where students read/view the
image to describe, analyze, and reflect on in terms of their own culture, as a way to understand
the range of cultural practices and perspectives in the C1. Next is reading/viewing phase I & II,
where students engage in a detailed description of the image and analyze possible perspectives
with analysis of information from additional texts or images to test their hypotheses. The goal of
this phase is to discover the various points of view of the images and the purpose these images
might have, since photographs are often taken with a purpose in mind and for a specific
audience. Finally, post-reading/post-viewing activities invite students to reflect on the cultural
perspectives conveyed in the images and the relationships between the C1 and C2. Students then
create a culminating activity to demonstrate their cultural and linguistic learning (Barnes-Karol
and Broner, 2010). This approach emphasizes the importance of critical awareness and analysis
to make students more aware of themselves and people of other cultures as cultural beings,
whose values and beliefs are shaped and shared by other members of the community, the
practices they engage in, and the products they use. It is this kind of cultural awareness and
understanding I wish to explore with my students, beginning with their culture first, and then
throughout the course applying this to learning about American cultures.
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Designing a New Project
“Every learner has a distinct story to tell, and teaching culture is about constructing and
hearing these stories” (Moran, 2001, p. 3).
This section will focus on developing a project using photography as an ethnographic
research tool to explore culture with the intention of developing intercultural awareness and
understanding with immigrants and refugee-background participants. Many of my students have
asked to learn more about American culture, plus it is a vital part of our English curriculum.
Before we dive into American culture however, let’s begin with the exploration of culture. What
is culture? How can we understand what encompasses culture by examining it from our own
point of view? Once we build this foundation we can observe, compare and contrast, and explain
elements of American cultures. Moran (2001) states that a large portion of culture learning
depends on self-awareness, so a good place to start is by telling one’s story.
The Five Dimensions of Culture
I will use The Five Dimensions of Culture framework (products, practices, perspectives,
communities and persons) to ground our discussion in (Moran, 2001). Moran defines culture as:
the evolving way of life of a group of persons, consisting of a shared set of practices
associated with a shared set of products, based upon a shared set of perspectives on the
world, and set within specific social contexts. (p. 24)
Moran (2001) argues that all cultural phenomena consist of these five dimensions (See
Appendix A), which can be analyzed separately; however they are all interrelated, thus it is “the
connections with the other dimensions that reveal the culture” (p. 9). Products are the artifacts,
places, institutions, or art forms produced or adopted by the people of the culture. Practices are
what the people say and do, their traditions and customs, or everyday tasks, which are specific to
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the social context they occur in. They can be verbal and nonverbal, appropriate and
inappropriate practices. Perspectives are the underlying attitudes, values, or beliefs shared by
members of a culture, which can be explicit and implicit. Why do they do this? What is their
perception of the world? Communities are specific groups within a culture that carry out
practices in specific social and physical settings. In each community you may belong to, “you
relate to people according to the norms, the unwritten rules, of that particular community”
(Moran, 2001, p. 94). The final dimension, persons, are the individual members of the culture
expressing their own unique cultural identity. These can be ordinary people, cultural heroes, or
famous people (Moran, 2001). Participants in this project will investigate these five dimensions
of their own cultural experiences by taking photographs and analyzing them with a partner
through storytelling. Afterwards we will dialogue around the themes that surface and how they
compare to their experiences with American cultures.
How?
For the storytelling aspect I will modify Sheekey’s (2017) intercultural storytelling
project to use as a model. In Ireland, he paired adult migrant English language learners with
locals to share life stories in order to build bridges between communities (Ted Talk, 2017). They
wrote each other's stories and read them back to each other for clarification and to make any
corrections, collaborating in the areas of reflection, meaning-making, language acquisition and
identity construction. Each week the participates took turns telling stories around a theme,
asking each other questions using sentence starters and question prompts as a way to scaffold the
writing. The themes provoked stories regarding life experiences, identity, future plans and
culture.

Students reported positive improvement in their English literacy learning and the

project was shown to promote personal and inter-community development and social cohesion
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(Sheekey, 2018). What I like about this model is that it develops communication skills in all
four domains including listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Therefore if students do not
feel comfortable sharing their photographs or exploring culture, they can still focus on acquiring
English communicative skills.
Instead of telling stories around a theme, participants in the project I’ve created will have
a photographic assignment. For example, take 3-5 pictures of objects that are important to you,
places you like to go, important people in your life, special occasions in your life, or things you
do every day (See Appendix B). For each of these photographic themes, they will choose one of
the 3-5 photographs they took to bring to class for storytelling and cultural analysis. If
participants do not wish to share personal photographs or for whatever reason come to class
without one, there will be a selection of photographs available that they can choose from to find
an object, place, or person, etc. that most resonates with them. They can also share photographs
on their phone that they have taken in the past, or search for one on the internet. Students will
also have a choice in how they bring their photographs to class. They can show them on their
phone, bring in printed copies, or email them to the teacher to print. The guidelines for this
process are explained below.
Guidelines for Photo-storytelling:
1. Show your partner your picture and tell them about it. Partner listens.
2. Talk about the picture, listening partner can ask questions, ask for clarification or
repetition.
3. Tell your partner about your picture again, using the interview sheet. Partner listens and
takes notes.
4. Listening partner- check your notes with your partner and change them if necessary.
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5. Listening partner retells the story. Is it correct?
6. Listening partner writes the short story at home using the notes.
7. Bring the writing to the next class for your partner to check. Is it correct? Fix any errors.
Final Project
Once participants have completed all five photographic assignments and have a written
document of their accompanying stories, they will assemble this material into a photo essay.
Participants may choose to use the same photographs and stories from the assignments, add new
photos, or swap out photos and stories if they want to make a more cohesive photo essay. The
photo essay is an opportunity for participants to frame themselves as cultural beings, demonstrate
awareness of their cultural perceptions, and summarize what they learned about culture. Maybe
they have a message they would like to share about their cultural experience living among
different cultures, or maybe they would like to compile a cultural inventory, it really depends on
what surfaces during this process. Regarding cultural awareness, Moran (2001) states:
Through awareness, learners come to realize or recognize the cultural dimensions of their
own behaviors and background-that they possess culture, that they are cultural beings,
and that they tend to react to the unknown from the perspectives of their own culture. (p.
110)
The cultural phenomena depicted in the photographs could reflect their C1, however some of my
students have been living in the U.S. for up to 20 years, so they might include more American
cultural phenomena in their project as well. The participants will have the choice of how or if
they want to share their final project. It could be shared with their partner or with the whole
class. If there is momentum they could be displayed at the language institute where they take
classes for other classes or community stakeholders to see. Like the digital storytelling project
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(Lenette et al., 2015), it is important that students maintain ownership of their stories and are
able to make the decisions at every step.
Preparing for the project
Before we can embark on such a journey, we will have to engage in a series of
community building games and communicative tasks to get to know each other, build trust, and
establish norms for working together. Included in these activities will be the language needed to
ask for clarification and repetition. To participate in whole class discussions students will need
language to develop critical thinking skills in English so they can generate their own opinion as
to why people do the practices they do, use the products they use, or hold certain beliefs and
values. The purpose of this language is to share their ideas rather than know the correct answer,
and to explain the similarities and differences between cultures. Throughout the project the
language to develop higher-order thinking skills is developed and naturally scaffolded by using
Bloom’s revised taxonomy to accomplish the critical thinking tasks. Bloom’s taxonomy is a
hierarchical classification of verbs used to write learning objectives arranged in six categories,
representing low to high levels of thinking and language skills: remember, understand, apply,
analyze, evaluate, and create (https://bloomstaxonomy.net/). For example students begin by
observing and describing the photographs using simple sentences, then make hypotheses,
compare and contrast, make interpretations, and evaluate, or respond to with their own opinion.
This hierarchical classification is similar to another cultural framework developed by
Moran (2001) called Cultural Knowings and Teacher Roles, where the language function
changes according to the cultural content. For example when knowing how to engage in a
cultural practice, the language used is social language in order to participate in the cultural
practice. If we were playing a card game, social language needed could be “Is it my turn?” or
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“Give me all your 5s.” To know about this cultural practice, language is used to describe the
card game. Students would have to identity all the materials used in the card game or say how to
play it. This language function corresponds to level 1 and 2 of Bloom’s taxonomy, called
Remember and Understand. In Moran’s framework the next knowing is knowing why people
perform these cultural practices, so the language function is interpreting, inferring, comparing
and contrasting, or justifying the cultural perspectives. Why do families play card games? Why
do they keep score or try to cheat? This corresponds to level 4 of Bloom’s taxonomy, called
Analyze. The final knowing is knowing oneself. What is the language needed to respond to the
cultural practice? Here students express their feelings, opinions, values, beliefs, questions,
concerns, etc., which is Level 6, Evaluation. What is your opinion of this card game? How do
you feel about cheating to win? I tried to include all of these language functions in the interview
sheets (see Apendix B), except for the language to participate since that is not an element of this
project.
Practicing active listening using mindfulness exercises will be included as well, since part
of storytelling, intercultural awareness, and relationship building is listening. To introduce
photography as a modality, we will have conversation questions to learn what students know
about photography and how they use it in their lives, with a culture lesson on the various ways
photography is used in US culture (Symanski, 2020), including dialoguing about the ethics of
picture-taking.
Assessment
For assessment, I will create pre and post surveys to find out my student’s interest in
learning about culture as well as general knowledge of cultural elements. Some example survey
questions students would rate on a scale of 1-5 could be: (a) I understand what culture is, (b) I
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want to learn about U.S. culture, (c) My cultural background is important. These are modified
from the survey Snell (2020) developed to use dialogue as an approach to explore culture. Also
included would be some written questions, such as: (a) What is culture? (b) What parts of U.S.
culture do you want to learn about? (c) Why is it important to learn about other cultures? There
will be feedback questions during and after the project to gather more concrete evidence of their
learning and to know what themes they are most interested in discussing. My goal is for students
to be able to recognize and explain cultural phenomena and to gain awareness of the overlaying
elements of culture. Using their photographs, students will make cultural explanations to aid in
the understanding of why we do the things we do. In other words, to explain their cultural
perspectives. Herein lies a possibility for developing intercultural understanding.
Conclusion
In conclusion, storytelling is a powerful way to create understanding and build
relationships among diverse groups of people and can even be used to make positive change.
Photography offers a visual narrative for these stories, allowing students to transcend the barriers
of language and culture, to raise awareness of important issues, to demonstrate their cultural
wealth, and add their voices to the discussion. In preparing this literature review I've discovered
overlapping themes of increased agency, empowerment and collaboration among the participants,
especially when they were involved with the data collection; for example by using methodologies
such as narrative inquiry, reflective storytelling, ethnography, participatory action research,
Photovoice, dialoguing, critical reflection and socially situated learning.
The objectives of this photographic storytelling project include to build the base and to
develop awareness and understanding of cultures, by reflecting on one’s own culture first. Next
steps would include students identifying cultural differences between their home countries and
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the U.S. and find out which aspects of American cultures they wish to explore. In the thematic
units throughout the year we can come back to the cultural framework of the five dimensions to
hypothesize and interpret American cultural phenomena. If the students are enjoying working
with photography as a modality I would love to facilitate a Photovoice project where they
identify a community issue they would like to change. I think this project could be a great
foundation for using photography and storytelling for social change in the near future. Many of
the studies mentioned above in the literature review have a goal of provoking social change,
however at this point I do not know what that would be. It depends on the students; I would like
them to identify the change.
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Appendix: Materials
Appendix A: Visuals for The Five Dimensions of Culture
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Appendix B: Interview Sheets

Photographic assignment #1: Take 3-5 pictures of an object that is special to you,
something from your culture. Choose 1 to bring to class.
First, show your partner your picture and tell the story about it. Your partner listens.
1. Describe the object. (PRODUCTS)

2. Where did you get it?

3. What do you do with it? (PRACTICES)

4. Why is it important to you? This is important to me because…

5. Who uses it? (PERSONS & COMMUNITIES)

6. What values, beliefs, or perceptions does it represent from your culture?
(PERSPECTIVES)
I think/believe…

7. Why did you take this picture? I took this picture because…
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Photographic assignment #2: Take 3-5 pictures of places you like to go, a favorite or
special place. Choose 1 to bring to class.
First, show your partner your picture and tell the story about it. Your partner listens.
1. Describe this place. (PRODUCTS)

2. Why is it special? (PERSPECTIVES)

3. When do you go there?

4. What do you do or see there? (PRACTICES)

5. Who do you go there with?

6. Who else goes to this place? (PERSONS & COMMUNITIES)
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Photographic assignment #3: Take 3-5 pictures of important people in your life, ordinary
people who are important to you, or famous people from your culture.
First, show your partner your picture and tell the story about it. Your partner listens.
1. Describe the person- What do they look like? (PERSONS)

2. What do they do? (PRACTICES)

3. What tools or objects do they use? (PRODUCTS)

4. Which communities do they belong to? (COMMUNITIES)

5. Why is this person important to you?

6. What values, beliefs, or perceptions does he/she represent from your culture?
(PERSPECTIVES)
I think/believe…
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Photographic assignment #4: Take 3-5 pictures of things you do every day, ordinary
activities.
First, show your partner your picture and tell the story about it. Your partner listens.
1. Describe the event. Where is it?

2. What are the people doing? (PRACTICES)

3. Who are the people? (PERSONS)

4. When do you do this?

5. In what other communities could you do this? (COMMUNITIES)

6. What objects or things are used? (PRODUCTS)

7. Why do you do this?

8. What values, beliefs, or perceptions does this activity represent from your culture?
(PERSPECTIVES)
I think/believe…
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Photographic assignment #5: Take 3-5 pictures of special events in your life or something
that you celebrate.
First, show your partner your picture and tell the story about it. Your partner listens.
1. Describe the event. Where is it?

2. What are the people doing? (PRACTICES)

3. Who are the people that are participating or watching? (PERSONS)

4. What communities do the people belong to? (COMMUNITIES)

5. What objects or things are used? (PRODUCTS)

6. Why is this event important to you?

7. What values, beliefs, or perceptions does the event or celebration represent from your
culture? (PERSPECTIVES)
I think/believe…
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